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1

About this Guidance

The Minister of Finance has established two clusters – Justice and Natural Resources – to
inform Budget 2022 decisions. These clusters have been set up to pilot a different approach
to Budgets as part of a programme of work to modernise New Zealand’s public finance system.
The objectives of these cluster pilots include increasing collaboration across public service
agencies, improving value for money, and strengthening delivery of the Government’s
wellbeing priorities.
A key part of the modernised approach is a shift to three-year funding, where decisions at
Budget 2022 will cover operating funding which clusters would otherwise receive at Budgets
2022, 2023, and 2024. This will provide cluster agencies with greater certainty over their
funding in future years, and support more robust planning.
This guidance is to help the cluster agencies prepare spending initiatives for Budget 2022. It
covers:
•
•
•

Background on the cluster approach for Budget 2022.
Detailed information on the Budget 2022 process for clusters, including information
requirements for cluster spending proposals.
Key submission dates for clusters.

This guidance also clarifies that the following types of cluster initiatives will use the main
Budget 2022 process:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital initiatives 1
Technical initiatives
Crown entities which fall under cluster agencies
The Family Violence and Sexual Violence Joint Venture
Initiatives that meet the criteria for the Climate Emergency Response Fund (CERF)
Initiatives that include both cluster and non-cluster agencies, where the lead agency is
outside the clusters.

This guidance is specifically for cluster agencies (which are listed in Annex 8). Main Budget
2022 guidance will be provided to all agencies in September 2021.

1 This applies to initiatives that are mostly focused on capital investment. Some initiatives that contain a capital component may
not meet this threshold. See section 5.2.5.1 for more information.
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Budget 2022 key submission dates for clusters
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3

Budget 2022 approach for clusters
Context on public finance system modernisation

The Budget 2022 approach for clusters forms part of a wider programme of work to
modernise New Zealand’s public finance system that has the following objectives:
•

Increasing public service collaboration (through clusters).

•

Better value from public funds (supported by spending reviews and a three-year
funding cycle that enables more in-depth performance assessment).

•

A more effective approach to implementing Government wellbeing priorities.

•

Supporting transparency and more effective Parliamentary oversight.

•

Greater inclusion of Te Ao Māori in the Public Finance System.

This section of the guidance provides information on what is being piloted for Budget 2022,
including the development of cluster priorities and shifting to a three-year operating funding
approach.

Cluster priorities
Cluster agencies have been asked to collaborate to develop priorities in line with the Minister
of Finance’s expectations for Budget 2022 clusters (see Annex 6). Cluster Ministers are
responsible for developing the priorities, with feedback from the Minister of Finance ahead of
final approval by Budget Ministers.
Cluster new spending initiatives that are submitted in Budget 2022 are expected to contribute
to achieving those cluster priorities. Clusters can seek funding for cost pressures related to
cluster priorities, for stewardship responsibilities, and for essential areas that are outside
priority areas.

Three-year operating funding approach
3.3.1

What the new approach means for clusters

These clusters pilots are a step change in how the Government invests to address long-term
challenges. Through these pilots, cluster departments and Ministers will work together to
develop multi-year spending proposals (informed by spending reviews) to seek funding for
cost pressures and new policy initiatives, and propose any reprioritisation of existing
baselines, to cover Budgets 2022 to 2024.
Under a three-year funding approach, decisions made at Budget 2022 will cover the new
operating funding which clusters would otherwise receive, for both cost pressures and new
initiatives, in three Budgets (2022, 2023 and 2024). This shift is intended to provide cluster
agencies with more certainty around their future funding path, supporting more robust
planning. There will be limited circumstances where exceptions to the three-year funding
may be granted. These are outlined in section 4.
3.3.2 Expectations around the three-year funding approach
The Minister of Finance has set expectations that clusters’ final approach to three-year
funding will:
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•
•
•

Include agreement as to how the cluster will operate to give confidence in its ability to
manage cost pressures over the three year period.
Give visibility of reprioritisation options.
Contain success measures for the cluster.

Further information on the requirements for clusters to meet these expectations, including
success measures, is being developed by the Treasury.
3.3.3

New initiative funding

Cluster spending proposals should include three years’ worth of new initiatives (i.e. covering
Budgets 2022, 2023, and 2024). In some cases, it may not be possible for cluster agencies
to develop initiatives across the full three-year period in time for Budget 2022 decisions.
Accordingly, we recommend that cluster Ministers propose an amount to reserve in
contingency for the out-years, within the indicative cluster operating funding envelopes.
3.3.4

Indicative cluster operating funding envelopes

The Minister of Finance has provided each cluster with indicative operating funding
envelopes for Budget 2022. The cluster envelopes do not represent a guarantee of a certain
funding level, rather their purpose is to:
•

•

Support cluster planning and prioritisation for Budget 2022 by setting limits around the
range of funding that may be available over the three-year period. In particular, the high
indicative envelope represents the maximum possible funding level, and clusters will
need to present reprioritisation savings to reach this funding level.
Provide a range of funding and policy options for Ministers to consider through the
cluster process, to assist them in determining the final funding operating path for each
cluster.

The cluster operating funding envelopes are indicative only, and final Budget 2022 decisions
by Budget Ministers will rely on the quality of cluster initiatives, other Government priorities
for Budget 2022, and the overall fiscal position.
The indicative cluster operating funding envelopes will need to cover all operating funding
sought by the Ministerial portfolios and agencies within scope of the cluster. This includes2:
•

•

•
•
•
•

All anticipated cluster operating funding for Budgets 2022, 2023, and 2024, aside from
where exceptions are agreed (see section 4), and the specific areas listed in the next
paragraph.
Funding for both new initiatives and cost pressures, including any amount that is
reserved in a general contingency to support new initiative spending over the three
years. If required, clusters can also consider the use of funding from this contingency
as an option to manage risks that eventuate.
The cluster agency portion of any initiatives that are being jointly developed with
agencies outside of the clusters.
Both departmental and non-departmental operating funding.
Operating funding for the development of Business Cases for capital investment (see
section 5.2.5.2).
Savings from cluster reprioritisation initiatives may be used to increase the size of the
low and middle envelopes in certain cases (see section 3.3.5).

2 See section 5.2 for more detail.
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The indicative cluster operating funding envelopes do not cover:
Capital funding, or operating funding associated with cluster capital initiatives (see
section 5.2.5.2 for the definition of a cluster capital initiative). Funding decisions for
these initiatives will be managed through the main Budget 2022 process.
Crown entities, and the Family Violence and Sexual Violence Joint Venture (both for
programmes and the Business Unit). As above, funding decisions for these areas will
be managed through the main Budget 2022 process.
Areas that are normally funded outside the operating allowances, such as funding for
the Emissions Trading Scheme (Natural Resources) and Judge salaries and road
safety (Justice).
Initiatives that meet the criteria for the Climate Emergency Response Fund, which will
be managed as part of the main Budget 2022 process.

•

•

•

•
3.3.5

Reprioritisation that may be added to the indicative cluster operating funding
envelopes

Noting that the envelopes are only indicative, reprioritisation savings may be used to
increase the size of the low and middle cluster operating funding envelopes:
•
•
•
•

To the extent they will be fully realised in the four-year forecast period covered by the
indicative cluster envelopes, and incorporated in those forecasts.
Where all relevant decisions can be made as part of the Budget 2022 process.
Where the reprioritisation initiative covers areas such as work reprioritisation or savings
from initiatives delivered under cost.
However, savings from demand-driven appropriations or programmes cannot be used
to increase the indicative cluster operating funding envelopes. 3 This is because of the
risk that such savings do not eventuate or are absorbed by existing hidden demand.

The high indicative cluster operating funding envelope represents the maximum possible
funding level that may be available in Budget 2022, and clusters will need to present
reprioritisation savings to reach this number.

3 This means that downstream savings from demand-driven programmes associated with upfront policy change or investment
should not be used to increase the cluster operating funding envelopes if the savings are contingent on future reductions in
demand. In other words, if the cluster agency does not have discretion, and cannot commit upfront, to reduce funding
irrespective of demand.
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3.3.6

Illustrative allocation of the indicative cluster operating funding envelopes by
year

The cluster operating funding envelopes will be set as annual figures for each fiscal year,
increasing incrementally over three years. Table 3.3.6.1 and diagram 3.3.6.2 shows this
using illustrative cluster operating funding envelopes. These annual figures represent the
total additional annual amount that the cluster’s current baseline would increase by.
Illustrative cluster operating funding envelopes
$ million
Low
Middle
High

2022/23

2023/24
15
30
40

2024/25
30
60
80

2025/26 and
out-years
50
90
120

50
90
120

Illustrative cluster operating funding envelopes in detail 4

Limits set by the cluster operating funding envelopes
For the purposes of developing cluster spending packages, the cluster operating funding
envelopes impose two constraints:

4 The annual figures represent the total amount by which the baseline for the relevant year would be increased. Because the
envelopes represent possible new funding in addition to the current baseline for the relevant year, declining baselines over the
four-year period will reduce the net funding growth implied by envelopes (these baseline reductions are not shown in the
diagram).
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•
•

Proposed annual spending in 2025/26 and out-years must not exceed the final size of
the envelope (e.g. $90 million for the illustrative "middle" envelope from 2024/25).
Total proposed spending across the Budget 2022 forecast period (2022/23 to 2025/26)
must not exceed the cumulative value of the indicative cluster operating funding
envelopes over that period (e.g. $270 million for the illustrative "middle" envelope). In
general, any additional funding for the current fiscal year (2021/22) sought through
Budget 2022 will also count against the envelope.

As long as these two constraints are met, it is not necessary for proposed spending in each
fiscal year to fit within the value of the indicative envelope for that year. Thus, proposed
spending could exceed $30 million in 2022/23 or $60 million in 2023/24. Proposed spending
could exceed $90 million in 2024/25, but not in 2025/26. An important consideration for
Budget Ministers will be the sustainability of the overall package, with attention given to the
overall cost profile and the risk of funding shortfalls in 2025/26 and out years.
Funding requirements from Budget 2025
Clusters are not expected to anticipate initiatives that would normally be dealt with in Budget
2025 or subsequent Budgets. For example, a wage settlement or other cost pressure arising
in the 2025/26 fiscal year or later would not normally be funded before Budget 2025 and
does not need to be included.
Costing requirements
The usual requirement for Budget initiatives is that a five-year cost profile is provided,
beginning with the current fiscal year and extending across the four-year budget forecast
period. So, initiatives in the main Budget 2022 process will need to specify funding
requirements for 2021/22 to 2025/26, with the final figure also applying to out-years.
Similarly, cluster initiatives should be fully costed up to and including 2025/26. These are the
numbers that will be considered for funding through this process, with the final figure
applying to out-years.
Some elements of a cluster spending proposals will begin later than 2022/23, typically those
initiatives that would otherwise have been submitted through Budgets 2023 or 2024. 5 To
ensure a reasonable costing horizon for all elements, cluster Budget initiatives should also
include indicative costings for two additional out-years, 2026/27 and 2027/28. To enable a
complete overview of cluster spending proposals, this requirement for indicative out-year
costings applies to all cluster Budget initiatives (not just those beginning after the first year).
Indicative out-year costs (above the final cluster operating funding envelope size) will not be
funded through the Budget 2022 cluster process. The expectation is that total indicative
annual costs in 2026/27 and 2027/28 will also fit within the final size of the cluster envelope
(the annual amount for 2025/26). As noted above, clusters are not expected to anticipate
initiatives or cost pressures that would normally be dealt with after Budget 2024.

5 As outlined in section 3.3.3, clusters may choose to hold some new initiative funding in contingency. The amount of any
contingency should be included in cluster spending proposals, meaning that clusters do not need to develop new initiatives
for the full three-year funding period at Budget 2022.
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Example allocation of operating funding envelopes across the forecast period
The table below illustrates how the rules above apply.
$ million

22/23 23/24

24/25

25/26

Envelope
30
60
90
90
Cluster spending package: cost profile
Example 1
27
65
84
90
Example 2
27
65
84
92
Example 3
35
70
78
87
Example 4
35
70
80
87
Fully costed years, funded
through Budget 2022 and
counted in cluster operating
funding envelopes

26/27

27/28

25/26 Cumulative Does
cost cost
it fit?
90

270

90
90
90
266 Yes
90
90
92
268 No
90
90
87
270 Yes
90
90
87
272 No
Indicative out- Limits imposed by cluster
year costs: not operating funding
envelopes
funded or
counted
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4

Exceptions to three-year funding approach

In some situations, it will be appropriate for there to be exceptions to the three-year operating
funding approach (i.e. for additional funding to be provided within the three-year period for
areas covered by cluster operating funding envelopes). 6
The Minister of Finance has set the expectation that there will be a high bar to agreeing
exceptions. Accordingly, normal operational and forecasting risks that are routinely managed
by cluster agencies (including management of cost pressures) would not be expected to
receive an exception.
The two areas where exceptions to three-year funding may be agreed are outlined below.

Costs that are likely but are currently of an uncertain size, and
clusters have limited ability to control them
The nature of these costs is highly variable across cluster agencies, but some examples may
include costs associated with the outcome of court cases, legislative compliance, and
biosecurity (e.g. disease outbreaks).
Requests for exceptions of this type should be submitted in CFISnet document sharing,
using the ‘cluster process’, by 22 October 2021. A template to be submitted is provided in
Annex 5. It is preferred if one agency per cluster gathers together all that cluster’s exception
requests and submits them into CFISnet.
The Minister of Finance’s decisions on the requests for exceptions are expected to be
communicated to clusters in November. Approval of an exception provides an indication that
additional funding can be requested at the time that the risk occurs, but it is not a guarantee
that additional funding will be provided.
Where an exception is not agreed, then clusters may choose to seek funding in Budget 2022
(from within the cluster operating funding envelopes) on the basis of their forecast or
estimate of the likely cost. Any uncertainty or risk over the three-year funding period would
need to be managed by the cluster through reprioritisation within baselines (including any
contingency set aside for new initiatives).

Unforeseeable, high cost events
This covers risks such as natural disasters that have an uncertain (often low) chance of
eventuating and a high potential cost if they do.
Clusters should include a high-level narrative of these risks in their spending proposal
submission for Budget 2022 (see section 5). It is not necessary to complete the template in
Annex 5 to seek an agreed exception for these risks.

6 In addition to the process for requesting exceptions to three-year funding, cluster agencies will need to complete the standard
process for submitting Specific Fiscal Risks as part of baseline updates.
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Funding requests for exceptions
Starting from 1 July 2022, funding requests for exceptions (either agreed exceptions under
4.1 or unforeseeable events under 4.2) should be submitted by cluster agencies at the time
that risks eventuate. Cluster agencies should contact the relevant Treasury Vote team to
assist with this. The form of this request will depend on the nature and urgency of the risk
(e.g. it may be an initiative submitted as part of Budget 2023 or 2024, or a request for funding
from the Between Budget Contingency).
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5

Budget 2022 cluster process
Spending proposals

Cluster Ministers will submit a cluster spending proposal to the Minister of Finance through
the Budget 2022 cluster process. This document will have a key role in demonstrating each
cluster’s collaborative approach. It will include:
•
•

•
•

Cluster level information covering areas such as a cluster’s strategic approach and how
funding for cluster priorities is expected to deliver wellbeing impacts.
Three sets of operating funding packages, one for each indicative cluster envelope
(low, middle, and high). As noted above in section 3.3.4, the purpose of the envelopes
is to provide a range of options for Ministers to consider for Budget 2022, they do not
guarantee a certain funding level.
A prioritised set of cluster capital initiatives.
Visibility of cluster funding in areas that are not covered above (including Crown entity
initiatives and any operating funding outside the indicative cluster envelopes).

While the cluster spending proposals will focus on funding within the cluster envelopes, it is
important that clusters also provide an overview of all funding being sought as part of Budget
2022. Budget Ministers will likely consider investment at an all-of-cluster level when making
final Budget 2022 funding decisions.
We acknowledge the additional work for clusters in piloting the new approach for Budget
2022, and that this may impact the level of information that can be provided. We are taking a
learning approach to the cluster pilots which will enable improvements to the public finance
system to be developed and implemented over time.
5.1.1

Information requirements for cluster spending proposals

There is no set format for cluster spending proposals. Guidance on the information that
should be included is set out below.
•

Strategic narrative
This section can be used to set out the overall strategic case for the proposed
packages and how it meets the Minister of Finance’s expectations (section 3.3.2). This
includes outlining the cluster’s collaborative approach, making a general pitch for
additional investment, and how the packages contribute to the cluster’s priorities. The
strategic narrative can also be used to set out the readiness of the cluster as a whole to
deliver the proposed spending and reprioritisation packages.
Where ongoing collaboration is required across the cluster to deliver initiatives and
support priorities, the spending proposal should identify these and how the cluster
intends to operate. Combined analysis of areas such as workforce and initiatives that
cross more than one front line service is encouraged.
Clusters may choose to use the Living Standards Framework and/or He Ara Waiora to
frame their strategic narrative, e.g. to demonstrate value from priorities, contribution
towards shared outcomes, and intentions for collaboration across the cluster.

•

Assessment of cluster spending proposals as a whole
The proposal should clearly outline how the cluster’s stated priorities are expected to
deliver wellbeing impacts. This should include:
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•

•

A description of the overall outcomes that are expected as a result of the
proposed packages, and how the cluster will collaborate to support those
outcomes being achieved.
An overall assessment of the wellbeing impacts of each package using a Living
Standards Framework and He Ara Waiora analysis building up from the initiative
level information requirements outlined in section 5.3.

The spending proposal should also provide a strategic overview of the reprioritisation in
each package, including a description of the activities or work programmes that will not
continue under each package and the risks associated with those choices.
•

Summary of spending packages. Cluster spending proposals should include a
summary table of initiatives for each package, as outlined in Annex 1.

•

New initiative contingency. Where a contingency is proposed for new initiatives,
information should be provided on the proposed size and use of the contingency.

•

Key risks and mitigations. Cluster level information should include an assessment of
key risks (and mitigations) associated with the proposed packages and how they will be
managed across the three-year period. Clusters should consider (among other matters)
the following issues when thinking about risks:
•
Implementation.
•
Workforce.
•
Sustainably managing cost pressures over the three-year period.
•
Fiscal risks associated with each proposed funding package.
•
Risks around delivery of proposed reprioritisation initiatives.

•

Monitoring and reporting approach. Improved monitoring and reporting is a key
objective of the public finance system modernisation programme. Cluster spending
proposals should set out how the cluster proposes to monitor and report on progress
for key outcome and investment areas included in the spending proposal. Treasury will
work with cluster agencies to agree the finalised approach to monitoring and reporting,
post-Budget 2022 decisions.

•

Capital. While capital initiatives will be submitted through the main Budget 2022
process, the spending proposal should include an overview of the cluster’s three-year
capital pipeline, including:
•
Discussion of how key capital initiatives contribute to the wellbeing and priority
outcomes for the cluster, and any linkages to initiatives within the cluster
operating funding packages.
•
A prioritised (ranked) list of cluster capital initiatives covering initiatives that will
be submitted at Budget 2022 and initiatives that are expected to be submitted at
Budgets 2023 and 2024. This can be one list: separate lists are not required for
each of the three cluster operating funding packages.
•
The expected cost of capital initiatives, including associated operating costs
outside the indicative cluster envelopes (see section 5.2.5 for more information
on these types of initiatives). Ten-year costings should be provided, where
applicable. In cases where costs are expected to increase significantly beyond
that time period, this should be raised in the spending proposal.

•

Other operating funding areas. This should provide visibility of cluster funding
outside the indicative cluster envelopes, including: cluster Crown entities, areas
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normally funded outside the operating allowances, initiatives seeking funding from the
Climate Emergency Response Fund, and Family Violence and Sexual Violence Joint
Venture initiatives. Visibility should also be provided of initiatives that are being jointly
developed by both cluster and non-cluster agencies, but led outside the cluster process
(see section 5.2.3.4 for more detail on these types of multi-agency initiatives).
This section can include discussion of:
•
How funding in these areas contributes to cluster strategies and outcomes, and is
of high importance for the cluster.
•
Risks and mitigations associated with these funding areas.
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Initiative level information
The requirements for initiative level information depend on the type of funding being sought
in Budget 2022, including whether it is within the indicative cluster operating funding
envelopes. A fit-for-purpose assessment of costs and benefits is required for all initiatives:
the detailed guidance below, and template in Annex 2, set out what information needs to be
provided to meet this requirement for different types of initiatives.
5.2.1 Cluster initiative flow chart
The flow chart below provides an overview of how different types of cluster agency initiatives
will be managed in Budget 2022. For further information on these initiative types, please see
Annex 7. This flow chart does not cover all Budget 2022 initiative types, which will be
covered in the main Budget 2022 guidance.

As at 8 September 2021, initiative-level information requirements for the main Budget 2022
process are still to be confirmed by the Minister of Finance and Cabinet. Depending on
Ministerial and Cabinet decisions, the requirements set out in this guidance may need to
change to align with those requirements. Treasury will liaise with cluster agencies on any
information requirement changes.
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5.2.2 Level of aggregation of initiatives
Clusters have some flexibility to decide the extent that related initiatives are grouped into a
single initiative (and submitted using a single initiative template). The following principles
should be used to inform the approach:
•

•

•

•

Clusters should consider the information required to support Budget Ministers to make
decisions. This includes ensuring there is transparency around what is being funded
and what it costs. Value for money information should be provided at a level of
aggregation that will provide confidence in the initiatives, while balancing the
expectation that related initiatives are being developed and thought about together.
Where spending components have a high degree of integration and/or similar focus
then there may be a case to aggregate into a single initiative. This might include a
group of programmes that are substantively supporting the same outcomes and form
part of a single action plan. In aggregating initiatives, clusters should consider the size,
significance and novelty of each component. For example, aggregating smaller related
programmes will be more appropriate than aggregating two very large related
programmes that have been untested. Breakdowns of cost components are still
required for all initiatives.
Where the same initiative has been sized differently in each of the three indicative
cluster operating funding envelope packages, three individual initiatives submissions
are not required. A single information submission can be provided and should include
information on any scaling across each package.
Where an initiative incorporates funding over multiple years (that would previously have
been submitted through different Budgets), this should be submitted as a single
initiative covering all years of spending.

The Treasury is available to discuss these principles further with cluster agencies, including
working through the approach to any specific examples clusters may have.
5.2.3 Operating funding within the indicative cluster envelopes
Guidance on the information to be provided at initiative level is outlined in Annex 2.
Cost pressure initiatives
Clusters can seek funding for cost pressures related to cluster priorities, for stewardship
responsibilities, and for essential areas that are outside priority areas. Cost pressures cover
existing services and outputs which are facing wage, price, volume and/or other pressures
and where a department considers it cannot continue to deliver the same level or quality of
service within existing baselines.
•

Volume pressures: these can arise from population growth, changes in population
characteristics, or changes in the economic environment. They are client driven and
includes pressures arising from reduction in third party revenue.

•

Personnel and wage pressures: this includes pressures associated with bargaining
and remuneration outcomes and/or due to progression. It does not include generic
wage pressures.

•

Price pressures: these not only include changes in cost of inputs (e.g. as a result of
inflation), but also changes in capital-related operating funding resulting from increases
in the value of capital assets.
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Cost pressures submissions are expected to demonstrate:
•

That a high level of risk is attached to not funding these pressures, such as service
failure, significant disruption to services, or not meeting legislative requirements. The
avoidance of these impacts will be taken as the benefits of the initiatives for the
purposes of cost benefit assessment.

•

That any personnel-related pressures are consistent with the Government Expectations
on State Sector Employment Relations and the public sector pay restraint guidance
issued by the Public Service Commissioner.

•

That they are time critical and are necessary to be funded through the three-year funding
period (Budgets 2022, 2023, and 2024)

•

Why previous funding has been insufficient to manage these pressures.
New initiatives

New initiatives should demonstrate wellbeing impacts (these may be negative) using He Ara
Waiora and the Living Standards Framework, and alignment with one or more cluster priorities
or a Manifesto commitment. When selecting new initiatives, consideration should occur (where
applicable) on how they can integrate with other cluster initiatives to form a cohesive approach
that best achieves cluster priorities and the Government’s wellbeing objectives.
More information on wellbeing analysis requirements for new initiatives in the Budget 2022
cluster process is in section 5.3 below.
Reprioritisation
Clusters should identify if any areas of their baseline that are not priority aligned and/or are low
value for money, and can be reprioritised to enable investment in areas that can provide
greater wellbeing impacts. This will be supported by the cluster spending reviews. The
information requirements for reprioritisation initiatives are outlined in Annex 4.
Noting that the envelopes are only indicative, reprioritisation savings may be used to increase
the size of the low and middle envelopes, to the extent that that those savings will be realised
in the four-year forecast period and where all relevant decisions can be made in Budget 2022
– see section 3.3.5 for more details.
Treatment of initiatives that are developed jointly by cluster and non-cluster
agencies
Initiatives that include both cluster and non-cluster agencies should be submitted into Budget
2022 by the lead agency for the initiative (see Annex 7). Under this approach, cluster led
initiatives will go through the cluster process, and non-cluster led initiatives will go through
the main Budget 2022 process (including the invitation process).
The lead agency is also responsible for coordinating the development of the initiative across
all agencies (including cluster agencies), and with the Treasury.
In both cases above (i.e. cluster and non-cluster agency led initiatives), the cluster portion of
the operating funding should be counted against the indicative cluster envelopes. It is a
cluster decision on which packages (i.e. low, middle, or high) that the initiative is included in.
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This does not apply to the Family Violence and Sexual Violence Joint Venture, which is an
exception to this approach, as outlined in section 5.2.4.2 below.
5.2.4

Operating funding outside the indicative cluster envelopes

Further guidance on information requirements for initiatives which are to be submitted though
the main Budget 2022 process (i.e. are outside cluster operating funding envelopes) will be
provided in late September.
Crown entities
Funding for cluster Crown entities is outside the cluster operating funding envelopes and will
be considered through the main Budget 2022 process. The Minister of Finance has agreed
that funding initiatives for cluster Crown entities can be submitted for Budget 2022 and do not
need to go through the invitation process.
While cluster Crown entity funding is outside cluster envelopes for Budget 2022, cluster
spending proposals are expected to cover all areas of cluster activity – both within and
outside cluster envelopes. Therefore, they should include discussion of cluster outcomes
relating to Crown entities and risks relating to Crown entity funding levels. As with capital
initiatives, the links and interdependencies between the cluster package and any initiatives in
the main Budget 2022 process should be noted.
Family Violence and Sexual Violence Joint Venture (FVSV JV)
Given that in recent Budgets the majority of FVSV JV funding has been appropriated outside
the Justice Cluster agencies, and we want to ensure a coherent across-Government
package for Budget 2022, FVSV JV initiatives will be handled through the main Budget 2022
process. However, given the links between the FVSV JV and the Justice Cluster’s broader
justice and wellbeing outcomes, the Minister of Finance expects the Justice Cluster to
consider the FVSVJV in its overall priorities, and to coordinate with other FVSV JV agencies
when developing initiatives for Budget 2022. Information on this should also be included in
the Justice Cluster’s spending proposal (see section 5.1).
As they are part the main Budget 2022 process, proposed FVSV JV initiatives will need to be
invited by the Minister of Finance before they can be submitted for Budget 2022. Further
information will be provided on this in the main Budget guidance in late September.
Climate funding
Ministers have agreed to establish a Climate Emergency Response Fund (CERF) to address
climate change-related funding needs. This CERF will be allocated through the main Budget
2022 process, with a particular focus on emissions reduction. Ministers can submit initiatives
to the CERF if they meet one of six criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The initiative is included in the Government’s Emissions Reduction Plan.
The initiative will directly reduce emissions.
The initiative’s primary objective is to support, remove barriers to, or accelerate
emissions reductions.
The initiative will support an ao Māori approach to climate response.
The initiative would facilitate the development of such initiatives in the future (such as
feasibility studies or business cases for such initiatives).
The initiative addresses the distributional impacts of emissions reduction policy.
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Where clusters have initiatives that meet one or more of these criteria, they should submit
them to the CERF process. The CERF process is being run as a track in the main Budget
2022 process, so CERF initiatives will follow those timelines, including completing an
invitation process. Where the Minister of Finance does not invite a cluster CERF initiative into
the main Budget 2022 process, clusters will then be able to include it in their cluster
packages if they choose to.
More information about the CERF process will be provided in the main Budget 2022
guidance. Your Treasury Vote Analyst will be able to assist with any questions.
5.2.5

Capital

For the purposes of this guidance, a ‘capital initiative’ is defined as an initiative which is
mostly focused on capital funding or investment. Reflecting that definition, some initiatives
that contain capital may not be considered a ‘capital initiative’ – see section 5.2.5.2 below.
The Minister of Finance has agreed that cluster capital initiatives can be submitted for
Budget 2022 and do not need to go through the invitation process.
Capital initiatives are outside the Budget 2022 cluster process, and associated operating
costs are outside the indicative cluster envelopes. Capital initiatives will be considered
through the main Budget 2022 process with costs counted against the main Budget 2022
operating allowance and the multiyear capital allowance. Guidance on how to submit
initiatives to the main Budget process will be released for all agencies in September.
Consequently, there is no requirement for clusters to submit capital initiatives that cover the
next three Budgets at Budget 2022. Capital initiatives can continue to be submitted in
Budgets 2023 and 2024. This approach does not preclude cluster agencies from submitting a
three Budget package of capital initiatives at Budget 2022, if they choose to.
Initiatives which contain capital but do not meet the threshold to be a capital
initiative
Initiatives with capital components that are considered within the Budget 2022 cluster
process (i.e. that do not meet the threshold to be a capital initiative in section 5.2.5.2) will
have their operating costs counted against the indicative cluster envelopes. The capital
component should still be charged against the multi-year capital allowance and should not be
counted within the cluster envelopes. However, operating funding for business case
development will be counted against the cluster envelopes.
Determining if an initiative with capital is in or out of the Budget 2022 cluster
process
Some initiatives may be difficult to categorise as a ‘capital initiative’. Cluster agencies should
apply three rules of thumb to help make this judgement. If the initiative:
1.
2.

Is mainly about delivering an asset and investment (required to submit a Risk Profile
Assessment and undertake the Business Case process), it is likely to be a capital
initiative inside the main Budget 2022 process.
Is mainly about delivering a service or FTEs, it is likely inside the Budget 2022 cluster
process. This includes funding requests for operating costs for the development of
Business Cases for future capital investments.
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3.

Contains a significant level of both capital and operating spend, and the delivery of the
asset or investment is a pre-requisite to delivering the service or FTEs, it is likely a
capital initiative inside the main Budget 2022 process.

If it is not clear whether an initiative would be in the Budget 2022 cluster process or the main
Budget 2022 process, cluster agencies should work with their Vote analyst and the Spending
Review team to determine which Budget 2022 process the initiative should follow.
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The table below lists examples of how this Budget 2022 process would have affected
initiatives from previous Budgets.
Examples of initiatives with operating and capital costs, and whether they would
be classified as in or out of the cluster process and indicative cluster envelopes
Initiative title and description

Total
operating
($m)

Total
capital
($m)

Classified as an initiative inside the
Budget 2022 cluster process and
envelopes?

Te Mana Wāhine: Māori Pathways

8.818

1.200

In cluster process and operating funding
envelopes.

Funding Kaupapa Māori services for
Wāhine.

Waikeria Prison Development –
Enabling the Operation of the
Waikeria
Mental
Health
and
Addiction Service

Primarily an operating initiative relating
to FTE costs, with a minor capital
component. No Business Case required.
No Capital Panel involvement. 7
61.670

7.860

Funding was primarily operating for FTE
costs to run the service, rather than
investment in an asset.

Funding to operationalise the 100bed mental health and addiction
service based at Waikeria Prison, as
well as digital health tools and
business design changes.
Waikeria Prison Development
Critical Infrastructure

–

46.500

66.300

Funding for critical infrastructure to
commission and operate the new
Waikeria Prison Development, and
to consolidate the site.
Critical
Infrastructure
Compliance (Three Waters)

and

Funding for the first tranche of a 16year programme designed to
address the risk levels and cost
pressures impacting Corrections’
Three Waters infrastructure.

In cluster process and operating funding
envelopes.

Outside cluster process. Capital initiative
in main Budget 2022 process.
Business Case was required, and
Capital Panel was involved. Large
capital component.

15.200

5.440

Outside cluster process. Capital initiative
in main Budget 2022 process.
While the total operating is greater than
the capital, this reflects the initiative is
the first tranche of a capital and
investment heavy programme. A
Business Case was required, and the
investment was judged as medium risk.

7 The Capital Panel includes the New Zealand Infrastructure Commission, the New Zealand Procurement and Property Group,
the Digital Public Service Branch, the Government Chief Data Steward and the Ministry for the Environment (in their capacity
as a climate change expert).
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Clusters to advise on capital pipeline and rank capital initiatives
Regardless of whether an initiative with capital is in or out of the Budget 2022 cluster
process, cluster agencies should include information about the cluster’s capital pipeline in
their spending proposal. Their funding packages should also note which capital initiatives are
aligned or interdependent with elements of the proposed packages (see section 5.1).
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Wellbeing analysis
As outlined in Annex 2, initiative level analysis for new spending initiatives in the Budget
2022 cluster process should include information about the associated costs and benefits. In
addition to the fiscal costs, this information must include the following:
A robust intervention logic that sets out the proposed initiative, including clear inputs,
outputs, outcomes, and supporting evidence.
Identification of impacts in the Living Standards Framework (2018 version) using a
wellbeing impacts and risks analysis table (including potential costs and benefits). This
should outline all relevant impacts (positive and negative), the groups affected,
timeframe, domains affected, evidence and magnitude.
Quantified cost benefit analysis for the significant impacts 8, where this is possible. This
includes setting out quantified assumptions and the supporting evidence base. For all
initiatives, agencies have discretion whether to monetise impacts. If agencies
monetise impacts, they should use CBAx where possible.
An application of He Ara Waiora to the initiative.
Distributional analysis including:
o
Priority groups as set out in the Government's wellbeing objectives: Māori, Pacific
Peoples, and children.
o
Impacts by geographic areas.
Proposed monitoring and performance reporting of initiatives.

•
•

•

•
•

•
5.3.1

Context on He Ara Waiora and the Living Standards Framework

Incorporating He Ara Waiora into Budget 2021 was an important step in developing our
wellbeing approach so that it reflects the national and cultural context unique to Aotearoa
New Zealand. We took an indicative approach to applying He Ara Waiora by considering the
alignment of initiatives to He Ara Waiora concepts and principles. He Ara Waiora
consideration was not just for the initiatives that focused on Māori but across the whole
Budget package.
For Budget 2022, we are taking a new approach to wellbeing analysis. This will include a
more comprehensive application of He Ara Waiora and the Living Standards Framework,
with a view to further embedding these frameworks in future budgets. Efforts for Budget 2022
will primarily focus on supporting agencies to apply He Ara Waiora and the Living Standards
Framework throughout the Budget process.
He Ara Waiora
The principles of He Ara Waiora are derived from mātauranga Māori and many of its
elements are relevant to the wellbeing of New Zealand and its people. The principles of He
Ara Waiora provide guidance on how to achieve greater wellbeing for our people. The
principles of He Ara Waiora are:
•
•

Kotahitanga – working in an aligned, coordinated way.
Tikanga – making decisions in accordance with the right values and processes,
including in partnership with the Treaty partner.

8 “Significant impacts” can be defined as the largest impacts that, together, make up most (e.g. 80 per cent plus) of the
initiative’s impact.
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•
•
•

Whanaungatanga – fostering strong relationships through kinship and/or shared
experience that provide a shared sense of wellbeing.
Manaakitanga – enhancing the mana of others through a process of showing proper
care and respect.
Tiakitanga – guardianship, stewardship (e.g. of the environment, particular taonga, or
other important processes and systems).

He Ara Waiora framework 9

Living Standards Framework
In Budget 2022, we will use the 2018 version of the Treasury’s Living Standards Framework
(a refreshed version of the Framework will be released later this year but with insufficient
lead-in time to apply it to this year’s Budget).

9 https://www.treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/nz-economy/higher-living-standards/he-ara-waiora
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The Living Standards Framework (2018)

The table below outlines the Living Standards Framework’s (2018) wellbeing domains for use
in the wellbeing impacts and risks analysis.
Wellbeing Domains
Domain

Icon

Description

Civic engagement
and governance

People’s engagement in the governance of their country and their
civic responsibilities, how ‘good’ New Zealand’s governance is
perceived to be, and the procedural fairness of our society.

Cultural identity

Having a strong sense of identity, belonging and ability to be
oneself, and the existence value of cultural taonga.

Environment

The natural and physical environment and how it impacts
people today.

Health

Our mental and physical health.

Housing

The quality, suitability, and affordability of the homes we live in.

Income and
consumption

People’s disposable income from all sources, how much people
spend and the material possessions they have.

Jobs and earnings

The quality of people’s jobs (including monetary compensation) and
work environment, people’s ease and inclusiveness of finding
suitable employment, and their job stability and freedom from
unemployment.

Knowledge and
skills

People’s knowledge and skills.
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Safety

People’s safety and security (both real and perceived) and their
freedom from risk of harm, and lack of fear.

Social
connections

Having positive social contacts and a support network.

Subjective
wellbeing

Overall life satisfaction and sense of meaning and self.

Time use

The quality and quantity of people’s leisure and recreation time (that
is, people’s free time where they are not working or doing chores).

Technical initiatives
Cluster technical initiatives will be handled through the main Budget 2022 process. Guidance
on this will be provided as part of the main Budget guidance for all agencies.

CFISnet approach for clusters
Clusters will be required to submit initiative level information into CFISnet for Budget 2022.
Guidance on this will be provided as part of the main Budget guidance. The Treasury will
provide further guidance to clusters on any specific requirements in the use of CFISnet, such
as use of the scenario functionality to enter operating funding packages.
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6

Assessment of spending proposals

As noted above, the cluster operating funding envelopes are indicative only. Final decisions
on cluster funding will be made by Cabinet as part of the main Budget 2022 process, taking
into account trade-offs of funding needs across government.
Reflecting clusters’ role in developing spending proposals, Budget Ministers’ decision-making
may focus more on each cluster’s overall spending proposal (including areas within and
outside cluster operating funding envelopes), and less on line-by-line assessments of
individual initiatives.
The Treasury will undertake an assessment of each cluster’s spending proposal to support
the Minister of Finance’s engagement with clusters, and to provide advice to Budget
Ministers and Cabinet when they are making decisions on final funding levels. Treasury’s
assessment will focus on:
•

Delivery of wellbeing impacts.

•

The efficiency, effectiveness, sustainability and resilience of related existing
spending: Judgements about the value of new or cost pressure initiatives will be
informed by analysis of current and historical performance, and delivery capability
undertaken through the cluster spending reviews.

•

Value for money of initiatives: This will include a judgement around the overall value
for money of the proposed cluster funding packages, or of substantive components of
each package, based on the strength of the cluster’s spending proposal submission.

•

The quality of costings: Including the specificity of what is intended to be purchased,
and the robustness of assumptions and cost-effectiveness of the chosen approach to
purchasing, relative to alternatives.

•

Investment readiness: Whether the initiatives are investment-ready, considering
potential implementation risks and constraints (e.g. capability, workforce or market
capacity).
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7

Further Budget 2022 guidance to be provided

The main Budget 2022 process guidance and templates will apply to all agencies
participating in Budget 2022. It will provide further guidance for cluster agencies on the
process and requirements for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital initiatives
Crown entity initiatives
Family Violence and Sexual Violence Joint Venture initiatives
Initiatives seeking funding from the Climate Emergency Response Fund
Non-cluster agency led initiatives, which are seeking funding for both cluster agencies
and non-cluster agencies
Technical initiatives (supplied after Guidance for Significant Initiatives)
Submitting all initiative types into CFISnet.

The main Budget 2022 guidance will also clarify if there are any additional requirements for
supporting information to accompany submitted initiatives, beyond those described in this
guidance.
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8

Information Security

Clusters will need to establish information security practices in the new cluster environment.
This will need to build in CFISnet requirements (e.g. around the use of the scenario
functionality) that will be provided in future guidance (see section 5.5). General information
around Budget security is provided below.

Why is Budget information security important?
Each government department has responsibility for designing and implementing its own
information security policies and procedures. However, agencies providing advice to the
Government in the interests of the New Zealand economy have the responsibility to ensure
that information passing through their hands is actively managed in line with the sensitivity of
the content, and complies with the Protective Security Requirements (PSR) and the New
Zealand Information Security Manual (NZISM). Improper exposure of Budget information
impacts on the Government of the day, the political process, and agencies.

Correctly classifying Budget information
Most Budget information should have the security classification IN-CONFIDENCE or
BUDGET-SENSITIVE. It is important to avoid overclassifying information as classifications
can become devalued or ignored if everything is overclassified.
8.2.1 BUDGET-SENSITIVE
PSR advise that the SENSITIVE security classification should be used when the compromise
of information is likely to damage New Zealand’s interests or endanger the safety of its
citizens. For instance, where compromise could:
•

endanger the safety of any person

•

seriously damage the economy of New Zealand by prematurely disclosing decisions to
change or continue government economic or financial policies relating to:
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

exchange rates or the control of overseas exchange transaction
banking or credit regulations
taxation
the stability, control, and adjustment of prices of goods and services, rents, and
other costs and rates of wages, salaries, and other incomes
the borrowing of money by the New Zealand Government
the entering into of overseas trade agreements

impede government negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations).

8.2.2 IN-CONFIDENCE
PSR advise that the IN-CONFIDENCE classification should be used when the compromise
of information is likely to:
•

prejudice the maintenance of law and order

•

impede the effective conduct of government
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•

adversely affect the privacy of New Zealand citizens.

For instance, when compromise could prejudice:
•

citizens' commercial information

•

obligations of confidence

•

measures for protecting the health and safety of the public

•

the substantial economic interest of New Zealand

•

measures that prevent or mitigate material loss to members of the public.

Or when compromise could:
•

breach constitutional conventions

•

impede the effective conduct of public affairs

•

breach legal professional privilege

•

impede the government’s commercial activities

•

result in the disclosure or use of official information for improper gain or advantage.

Handling BUDGET-SENSITIVE information
All clusters and agencies should have their own internal policies and processes in place for
the handling, storage and sharing of BUDGET-SENSITIVE information. Clusters and
agencies are responsible for ensuring that their internal policies and procedures are
complied with.
Further guidance can be found at https://protectivesecurity.govt.nz/.
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Annexes

Annex 1: Summary of cluster spending packages
Annex 2: Cluster initiative level information
Annex 3: Example of an intervention logic map
Annex 4: Reprioritisation initiative level information
Annex 5: Template to request an exception to three-year funding
Annex 6: Principles for cluster priority setting
Annex 7: Budget 2022 approach by cluster initiative type
Annex 8: Glossary of key terms
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Annex 1: Summary of cluster spending packages
The table below provides a guide to the information that can be included in the summaries of
spending packages (for the low, middle, and high indicative cluster operating funding
envelopes) included in the cluster spending proposal.
Agency

Initiative title

Initiative description

Priority alignment

Total operating funding 2021/22 to 2025/26

Total capital funding
– ten-year cost
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Annex 2: Cluster process initiative level information
This annex sets out the information requirements for initiatives in the Budget 2022 cluster process.
Provided that these requirements are met, clusters may choose to submit information in a different
format. As outlined in section 5.2.1, in some cases, clusters will also submit initiatives through the main
Budget 2022 process and templates.
This annex is specific to clusters only. Guidance for agencies participating in the main Budget 2022
process will be released separately in late September.

Section A: Overview of initiative
Cluster to complete
Initiative title

The title should concisely communicate the outcomes the initiative proposes to achieve, and align with its
description. If the initiative receives funding, this title may be published in public Budget documents. Both
titles and descriptions must be written in plain English, not include any acronyms other than those in
common parlance, and should be able to be understood by the public without supporting documentation.

Ministers submitting the
initiative

Provide the portfolio(s) of the Minister(s) submitting the initiative.

Department

Provide the name of the department(s) submitting the initiative.

What type of initiative is
this?

New spending initiative

Critical cost pressure

Initiative description

Provide a concise description of what the initiative will achieve if funded. The initiative description should
accord with the title and description guidance for financial recommendations. It should clearly describe
what outputs are being purchased. A fuller description of the initiative can be provided in Section B below.

Does this initiative contain
capital?

Y/N If yes, please check section 5.2.5.2 of this guidance to determine if this template should be used or
the main Budget 2022 process template (which applies to initiatives that meet the threshold to be a
cluster capital initiative).

Cluster contact

Provide the name, phone number and email address of the analyst or analysts who wrote this initiative.
They may be contacted by the Treasury and should have a good working understanding of this initiative.

Treasury contact

Provide the name of your Vote Analyst.

Total operating funding sought
Cluster to complete
Funding for 26/27 and 27/28 is indicative. Funding increases above the 25/26 level are not funded at Budget 2022 (see section 3.3.6).
The ‘outside cluster’ row is to record operating funding for non-cluster agencies. This row applies for cluster-led initiatives that are seeking
funding for both cluster and non-cluster agencies – see section 5.2.3.4. Rows can be added, if required, to capture if the proposed level of
outside cluster funding varies in different cluster operating funding packages.
Operating
funding
sought ($m)

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26 and
outyears

Total
21/22 to 25/26

26/27
(indicative)

27/28
(indicative)

Low
Middle
High
Outside cluster
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Total capital funding sought
Cluster to complete
If this initiative contains capital, please see section 5.2.5.2 for more information. Initiatives that contain capital should only be submitted
through the cluster process if they do not meet the threshold to be a cluster capital initiative in the main Budget 2022 process.
Rows can be added to this table, as required, to capture if the proposed level of capital funding varies for this initiative in different cluster
operating funding packages.
Capital funding
sought ($m)

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

28/29

29/30

30/31

Total

Section B: Initiative
Cluster to complete
Where the initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences should be
made clear in the information provided below.
If applicable, specify the cluster
priorities, and other Government
priorities, that this initiative relates
to

New initiatives are required to be aligned to cluster priorities and/or a Manifesto commitment.
Clusters can submit cost pressure funding proposals for both priority areas, and for stewardship
responsibilities and essential cost pressures that are outside priority areas.

Describe proposed initiative

For new initiatives this can include:
• The problem or opportunity this initiative is responding to.
• The expected outcomes of this initiative.
• This section should draw on the wellbeing analysis in Section F.
For critical cost pressures this can include:
• A concise description of the cost pressure.
• This section should draw on cost pressure assessment in Section G.

Specify if ongoing collaboration is
required to deliver this initiative,
and if applicable, detail how the
cluster intends to support this
collaboration
Does the initiative have a
regulatory component? If yes,
what regulatory system is it
related to?

An initiative is considered to include a regulatory component if it requires the creation or
amendment of legislation or regulation, establishes a new regulatory system, is directly required to
implement a new policy on an existing regulatory system (e.g. implementation of End of Life
Choice Act, Health reforms), or is required to keep an existing regulatory system stable, secure, fit
for purpose or prevent future breakdown. Please indicate if one or more apply.
If this initiative requires a regulatory or legislative change, provide a brief overview of the required
changes.
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Section C: Further breakdown of funding sought
The table below can be copied and used up to three times to describe the proposed funding for the initiative in the low,
middle, and high indicative cluster operating funding envelopes.
Cluster to complete
Funding package

Indicate which funding package(s) the table relates to (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes).

Scaling

Where the initiative differs depending on the funding package, describe those differences. This can include any
risks associated with scaling. If the initiative could not feasibly achieve its objectives without full funding, outline
why.

Formula and
Assumptions

Briefly explain the formula used, or key assumptions made, to calculate the cost of each output. Add additional
rows to the table as needed to capture each output separately. Outputs should be defined, by Vote, in a detailed
way e.g. for personnel pressures, outline any assumptions around wages, number of FTE, by workforce, by
levels of seniority.

Appropriations

Indicate whether this funding would increase existing appropriations, if any new appropriations would need to be
established, or if the scope of an existing appropriation would be altered with effect from 1 July 2022.

Cluster to complete

Funding profile ($m)
Input – Operating

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

Total
21/2225/26

25/26
and
outyears

26/27
(indicative)

27/28
(indicative)

Vote

E.g. new FTE
E.g. FTE
overheads
E.g. implementation
and monitoring
costs
Total

N/A

Input – Capital

Funding profile ($m)
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

Total

28/29 29/30

30/31

Total

Vote
N/A

Section D: Initiatives that contain capital
For initiatives with capital funding that are handled through the Budget 2022 cluster process (i.e. they do not meet the
threshold in section 5.2.5.2 to be a cluster capital initiative that goes through the main Budget 2022 process), clusters should
also complete any further information requirements for capital initiatives that are described in the main Budget 2022
guidance and templates. This can be implemented by adding the relevant section of the main Budget template, when
available, to this template.
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Section E: Delivery information
Cluster to complete
Where the initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences should be
made clear in the information provided below.
Describe how the initiative will be implemented and delivered
if funded, including a timeline of delivery
Describe notable risks to delivery, including market and
agency capability and capacity constraints

Section F: Wellbeing analysis for new spending initiatives
This section only applies to new spending initiatives (cost pressures are covered by section G below). For more information
on wellbeing analysis please refer to section 5.3 of this guidance.

Intervention logic and cost benefit analysis
Cluster to attach
Where the impact of an initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those
differences should be made clear in the information provided below.
Include an assessment of the costs and
Describe the supporting evidence for the intervention logic of the initiative (e.g. data from a
benefits of the initiative. At a minimum,
pilot evaluation, local or international research). Outline any key dependencies and
clusters should attach an intervention logic
assumptions made when applying the above evidence, and any implications or risks on the
map, capturing the initiative’s aims, outputs, initiative’s ability to achieve the stated impacts.
outcomes (over the short, medium and
long-term), and future state to which the
Please quantify costs and benefits where possible. The CBAx guidance can help you
initiative contributes. Any costs other than
identify, quantify and monetise wellbeing impacts where applicable. Identify any missing
the fiscal costs specified in sections A and
information that would be required to fully evaluate the costs and benefits of the initiative.
C should also be noted. See Annex 3 for an
example of an intervention logic map.
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He Ara Waiora analysis
Cluster to complete
Where the impact of an initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences
should be made clear in the information provided below.
Tikanga

Outline how this initiative has been designed, developed and/or delivered in partnership with iwi and Māori, and
with affected communities and groups. If not, please indicate the reasons why.

Manaakitanga

Demonstrate the cluster’s understanding of the impact of this initiative on iwi and Māori, and affected
communities and groups, and what they value and aspire to.

Living Standards Framework analysis
Using the table below, complete a wellbeing and risks analysis outlining all relevant impacts (positive and negative), the
groups which are affected, timeframe, domains affected, evidence and magnitude. Rows can be added to the table as
applicable.
Cluster to complete
Where the impact of an initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those
differences should be made clear in the information provided below. If any of the information requested in the columns is not available,
please state this.
Impact
Affected
Timeframe
LSF Domain
Supporting evidence Magnitude of impact
description
group
realised
and assumptions
Indicate which
Identify the
Indicate if the
Indicate the wellbeing Provide a summary of
Indicate the size of the impact
group(s) or
up to 250 words
expected
impact will be
domains that will be
(low, moderate, high).
places will be
outlining the evidence
impacts,
realised in the
most impacted.
impacted. Where short, medium
that the initiative is likely Where possible quantify the size
including any
possible,
to achieve the stated
negative
or long-term
Information on the
and give information that puts the
quantify how
impact, along with a list
impacts.
(<5,
5-10
or
wellbeing
domains
is
magnitude in context (for example
many people will
of assumptions in
in section 5.3.1.2.
the percentage of people or land
be impacted in a >10 years).
applying this
affected and the extent of impact
way that puts
evidence. Provide links
relative to the counter factual)
the number in
to up to 3 of pieces
context (e.g. in
evidence and highlight
and monetise the present value
relation to
key uncertainties in
gain or loss.
the population
size of the
relevant group).

Cluster to complete
Dependencies and
risks
Further missing
information

applying this evidence.

Provide an overview of any key dependencies when considering or applying the above evidence and the
implications – including risks – that this may have on the initiative’s ability to achieve the stated impacts.
Highlight any further missing information that would be required to fully evaluate the costs and benefits of the
proposal.
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Distributional impacts and other information requirements
Cluster to complete
Where the impact of an initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences
should be made clear in the information provided below
Specify if this initiative directly impacts on Māori and describe
the impact.

Further information on how these impacts are to be categorised will be
provided in the main Budget 2022 Guidance.

Specify if this initiative directly impacts on Pacific peoples and
describe the impact.

Further information on how these impacts are to be categorised will be
provided in the main Budget 2022 Guidance.

Specify if this initiative directly impacts on children and
describe the impact. This should include discussing if this
initiative will help reduce child poverty; if it will - indicate if the
impact on child poverty is likely to be direct or indirect.

Further information on how these impacts are to be categorised will be
provided in the main Budget 2022 Guidance.

Specify if this initiative aligns to the Child and Youth Wellbeing
Strategy and indicate which of the six high-level wellbeing
outcomes it most aligns to.

Further information on the Child and Youth Wellbeing strategy can be
found at Child and Youth Wellbeing (childyouthwellbeing.govt.nz).

Specify if this initiative impacts on issues relating to the Treaty
of Waitangi.
Identify the geographic areas which are directly positively
impacted by this initiative.

This analysis can be at the level of: All New Zealand, North Island and
South Island, or region.

If there are any relevant sector strategies for this initiative,
please explain how the initiative aligns with those strategies.
Specify any other relevant distributional impacts (if applicable).

Monitoring and reporting
Cluster to complete
Where the impact of an initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences
should be made clear in the information provided below.
More detail on the approach to monitoring and reporting can be confirmed, working with Treasury, post-Budget 2022 decisions.
Outline the draft overall evaluation and monitoring
methodology and process for the initiative; how often and
to whom monitoring and performance reports will be
provided; and when the first report back is expected.
What data will be collected to monitor and evaluate the
initiative?
What performance measures will be used to determine if
the initiative has been successful?
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Section G: Information required for critical cost pressures
This section only applies to cost pressures (for information requirements for new initiatives see section F above). More
information on cost pressures is in section 5.2.3.1.
Cluster to complete
Where the initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences should be
made clear in the information provided below.
Identify cost pressure drivers: volume, price, personnel
(driven by volume/price), population.

Include as many drivers as applicable. Where more than one driver is
included, provide an overview of how they interact.

Outline counterfactual and risks if funding is not provided

The avoidance of these impacts will be taken as the benefits of the initiatives
for the purposes of cost benefit assessment.

Describe efforts that have been made or are being made to
manage the pressure within baselines.
Specify if personnel-related pressures are consistent with
the Government Expectations on State Sector Employment
Relations and the public sector pay restraint guidance
issued by the Public Service Commissioner.
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Annex 3: Example of an intervention logic map
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Annex 4: Reprioritisation initiative level information
Cluster to complete
Where the initiative differs depending on the funding package (i.e. in the low, middle, high cluster envelopes), those differences should be
made clear in the information provided below.
Reprioritisation
initiative title

The title should concisely communicate the area where savings can be gained, and align with its description. If
the initiative is supported by Cabinet, this title may be published in public Budget documents. Both titles and
descriptions must be written in plain English, not include any acronyms other than those in common parlance,
and should be able to be understood by the public without supporting documentation.

Minister/s submitting
the initiative
Cluster, Department,
Vote and
appropriation
Provide a concise description of the initiative and the potential saving. Information should also be provided on:
• Why this funding has been put forward for reprioritisation e.g. is it not aligned with cluster priorities, and/or is
low value for money?
• Risks, implications and trade-offs associated with this initiative.
• Implementation considerations (e.g. whether regulation or legislation is needed).
Provide the name, phone number and email address of the analyst or analysts who wrote this initiative. They may
be contacted by the Treasury and should have a good working understanding of this initiative.
Provide the name of your Vote Analyst.

Initiative description

Cluster contact
Treasury contact
Cluster to complete

Potential savings ($m)
Input –
Operating

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

Total
21/2225/26

26/27
27/28
(indicative) (indicative)

Total
Input – Capital
Total

Vote
N/A

Potential savings ($m)
21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

Total
28/29 29/30

Vote

30/31
N/A
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Annex 5: Template to request an exception to three-year funding
Cluster
Title

The exception request title should be concise but sufficiently
informative to both uniquely identify the matter and provide an
indication of its substance.

Description of risk

The exception request description should concisely (in 5-10
lines) describe the nature of the matter.

Agencies affected
The section below is to be repeated for each affected agency
Agency response

What will the agency need to do if the risk occurs? How would
additional funding support that?

Chance of the risk
occurring

A range can be used. Specify risk level by year if possible.
Indicate here if the risk has already occurred.

Level of uncertainty
around chance of the
risk occurring

If relevant, provide more information on issues with quantifying
the chance of the risk occurring.

Estimated cost of risk if
it occurs

A range can be used. Specify estimated cost by year if
possible.

Level of uncertainty
around estimated cost

If relevant, provide more information on issues with quantifying
the cost if the risk occurs.

Level of control

What is the agency’s level of control over this risk?
Can anything be done by the agency to prevent it occurring or
reduce the impact if it does? If so, is the agency undertaking
these actions?

If an exception is not
granted, will the agency
submit a Budget 2022
initiative to manage this
risk?

If yes, specify approximate operating and capital costs by
year, and what these costs would cover.

Has a Specific Fiscal
Risk been submitted for
this risk?

If yes, when and what was its title.
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Annex 6: Principles for cluster priority setting
All-of-government priorities
•

The Prime Minister’s all-of-government priorities are the Government’s key wellbeing
objectives for New Zealanders. The current priorities are: keeping New Zealanders
safe from COVID-19, accelerating the economic recovery from COVID-19, and laying
the foundations for the future including addressing child poverty, climate change, and
housing affordability. 10

Cluster priorities
•

Cluster priority development is led by cluster Ministers, subject to approval by Cabinet.

•

Cluster priorities will be focused on better wellbeing outcomes for New Zealanders.
Wellbeing outcomes should be considered broadly in line with the approach in the
Public Finance Act (i.e. social, economic, environmental, and cultural wellbeing), and
Government priorities and wellbeing objectives. 11

•

Cluster priorities will give effect to the all-of-government priorities that are relevant to
the cluster. Cluster priorities can also include outcomes related to the key roles (e.g.
stewardship roles) of the cluster.

•

Clusters will develop priorities to strengthen the public service’s performance and
sustainability, and to describe how agencies should operate to deliver wellbeing gains
for New Zealanders. These priorities will be broadly applied, across all relevant areas
of clusters’ work. Priorities of this type will emphasise the importance of objectives such
as: partnership with Māori, using wellbeing as the measure of success, tackling the
long-term challenges that hold back wellbeing gains, and improving sustainability,
productivity, equity, and capability.

•

Clusters will engage with Māori in the development of cluster priorities, and include a te
Ao Māori perspective. This can be supported by Te Puni Kōkiri, Te Arawhiti, and the
Public Service Commission. It can also include the use of the Māori wellbeing
framework, He Ara Waiora 12, and the Māori Crown Relations Capability Framework. 13

•

Clusters will collaborate on priorities where appropriate (both within the cluster and
more broadly). Cluster agencies do not all need to collaborate on all cluster priorities.

•

Cluster priorities will be integrated into other parts of public finance system
modernisation proposals, e.g. spending reviews, spending plans, performance
reporting, and funding through Budget.

•

Cluster spending plans, spending reviews and performance reporting must provide
transparency on how priorities are being progressed by the public service and the
results delivered.

•

Clusters will take a pragmatic approach in the development of their initial priorities. The
priority setting approach, and the use of the priorities, will evolve and strengthen over
time.

10 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-throne-3
11 For example, the Budget 2021 policy statement is available at: https://budget.govt.nz/budget/2021/bps/how-objectivessupport-wellbeing.htm
12 https://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/dp/dp-20-02
13https://www.tearawhiti.govt.nz/assets/Tools-and-Resources/Maori-Crown-Relations-Capability-Framework-OrganisationalCapability-Component.pdf
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Annex 7: Budget 2022 approach by cluster initiative type
Cluster initiative type

Invitation
required for
Budget
2022?

Deadline for
submitting into
CFISnet?

Operating
funding in
cluster
envelopes?

Guidance
section

Initiatives submitted through the Budget 2022 cluster process
Cluster agency operating

10 December 2021:

initiatives (including cost

high-level

pressures, new initiatives,

No

Manifesto commitments, and

information due

Yes

5.2.3

Yes

5.2.5.2

17 December 2021:

reprioritisation)

Detailed information
and indicative

Initiatives that contain capital but
do not meet the threshold to be

No

packages due
4 February 2022:

a cluster capital initiative

Final packages due
Cluster-led initiatives which are
seeking funding for both cluster
agencies and non-cluster

Yes (where
operating funding

No

goes to cluster
agencies 14)

agencies
Exceptions to cluster three-year
funding 15

5.2.3.4

22 October 2021:
No

Requests for

No

4

exceptions due

Initiatives submitted through the main Budget 2022 process
Non-cluster agency led
initiatives, which are seeking
funding for both cluster agencies

Yes (where
operating funding

Yes

goes to cluster

and non-cluster agencies

agencies)

Cluster capital initiatives

No

Cluster Crown entity initiatives

No

Family Violence and Sexual
Violence Joint Venture initiatives

5.2.3.4

Dates to be
confirmed in main

No

5.2.5

No

5.2.4.1

No

5.2.4.2

No

5.2.4.3

Budget 2022
Yes

guidance

Initiatives seeking funding from
the Climate Emergency

Yes

Response Fund
Technical initiatives

No

Not applicable,
fiscally neutral

5.4

14 It is a cluster decision on which packages (i.e. low, middle, or high cluster envelopes) that the initiative is included in.
15 Approval of an exception provides an indication that additional funding can be requested at the time that the risk occurs, but
it is not a guarantee that additional funding will be provided.
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Annex 8: Glossary of key terms
Key term

Definition

Cluster process

The process for developing and submitting Budget 2022 initiatives that is
specific to those agencies that are participating in the Justice and Natural
Resources cluster pilots. See annex 7 for a summary of the initiatives that are
submitted through the cluster process.

Budget initiative

A Budget initiative is a proposal created by an agency (or agencies
collectively) outlining how funding sought will contribute towards achievement
of intended outcomes and priorities, with supporting evidence and analysis.

Capital initiative

For the purposes of this guidance, a ‘capital initiative’ is defined as a cluster
initiative which is mostly focused on capital funding or investment. Reflecting
that definition, some initiatives that contain capital are considered a ‘capital
initiative’ – see section 5.2.5.2 for more information. As outlined in Annex 7,
capital initiatives should be submitted through the main Budget process.

Cluster

The collective term for the cluster agencies and cluster Crown entities
outlined below (see ‘cluster agencies’).

Cluster agencies

Those agencies involved in the Justice and Natural Resources cluster pilots
for Budget 2022. The agencies are:
Justice cluster
Ministry of Justice, Department of Corrections, Crown Law, Serious Fraud
Office, New Zealand Police. Cluster Crown entities: Electoral Commission,
Human Rights Commission, Inspector General of Intelligence and Security,
Independent Police Conduct Authority, Law Commission, Privacy
Commissioner, Criminal Cases Review Commission, The Public Trust.
Natural Resources cluster
Ministry for Primary Industries, Ministry for the Environment, Department of
Conservation. Cluster Crown entities: Climate Change Commission, Crown
Irrigation Investments Limited, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Walking Access Commission.

Cluster indicative
operating funding
envelopes or
cluster
envelope/s

To support the development of cluster spending proposals, clusters have been
provided with three envelopes for operating funding (high, middle, and low),
which cover Budgets 2022, 2023, and 2024. The envelopes are indicative only,
and final Budget 2022 decisions by Budget Ministers will rely on the quality of
cluster initiatives, other Government priorities for Budget 2022, and the overall
fiscal position.

Cluster priority

Priorities that have been collaboratively developed by clusters for the three year
funding period implemented at Budget 2022. The Minister of Finance’s
expectations that informed the cluster priorities are in Annex 6.

Cluster operating
funding packages

A set of initiatives included within each of the three indicative cluster operating
envelopes for Budget 2022.

Cluster spending
proposal

A document that is collaboratively developed by each cluster for Budget 2022
covering:
•
•

The cluster’s strategic approach
How funding cluster priorities will deliver wellbeing impacts
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•
•
•

Three operating funding packages (one for each of the low, middle, and
high cluster envelopes)
A prioritised set of cluster capital initiatives
Visibility of all other areas of cluster funding (including Crown entities and
operating funding outside the cluster envelopes).

Exception to
cluster three-year
funding

These exceptions allow for additional funding to be provided within the threeyear funding period, for areas covered by cluster operating funding envelopes.
The criteria, and process for agreement to exceptions, is covered in section 4
of this guidance.

Main Budget
2022 process

The Budget 2022 process that will apply to all agencies, including those that
are participating in the cluster pilots. See annex 7 for a summary of the
cluster initiatives that are submitted through the main Budget process.

Three-year
funding

Under a three-year funding approach, decisions made at Budget 2022 will
cover the new operating funding clusters would otherwise receive for cost
pressures and new initiatives in three Budgets (2022, 2023 and 2024).
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